The study of galaxy populations The study of galaxy populations reveals clearly bimodal properties such reveals clearly bimodal properties such as morphology (Driver et al. 2006) , as morphology (Driver et al. 2006 ), star formation rates (Kauffmann et al. star formation rates and the colour-magnitude 2006) and the colour-magnitude distribution ). The distribution . The origin of this dichotomy appears to be origin of this dichotomy appears to be driven mainly by galaxy environment driven mainly by galaxy environment (Dressler et al. 1997 ); compared to (Dressler et al. 1997 ); compared to those in the low-density field, spiral those in the low-density field, spiral galaxies in clusters exhibit suppressed galaxies in clusters exhibit suppressed star formation, smaller cold-gas star formation, smaller cold-gas reservoirs and gaseous disk truncation reservoirs and gaseous disk truncation of their (Boselli & Gavazzi 2006) . of their (Boselli & Gavazzi 2006) .
The redshift evolution of the The redshift evolution of the colour-magnitude (CM) distribution into colour-magnitude (CM) distribution into a progressively pronounced "red a progressively pronounced "red sequence" ) at early sequence" et al. 2004) photometry. This LGS instrument achieved 0.61"(0.57") instrument achieved 0.61"(0.57") median g(i)-band seeing in a median g(i)-band seeing in a 3'x3' FOV indicated by the 3'x3' FOV indicated by the smaller red square. smaller red square.
We compliment this with 14hrs of We compliment this with 14hrs of VLT/VIMOS IFU data covering VLT/VIMOS IFU data covering 3837 3837 Å--Å--7430 7430 Å Å rest-frame with a rest-frame with a spaxel resolution of 0''.67x0''.67 spaxel resolution of 0''.67x0''.67 and a 27''x27'' FOV indicated by and a 27''x27'' FOV indicated by the blue square (see also main the blue square (see also main image). image).
Finally, we await a 3hr ALMA Finally, we await a 3hr ALMA Band 3 scan within the yellow Band 3 scan within the yellow circle to measure CO(1-0) and circle to measure CO(1-0) and CN(1-0) tracers of neutral gas CN(1-0) tracers of neutral gas reservoirs potentially fuelling the reservoirs potentially fuelling the sites of strong star-formation. sites of strong star-formation. throughout the plume, tracing out the dual-tail structure tracing out the dual-tail structure alluded to in the optical imaging. alluded to in the optical imaging. Detailed kinematic analysis will appear Detailed kinematic analysis will appear in Murphy et al. (2014) in Murphy et al. (2014) Close inspection of the deep Close inspection of the deep g-band SAM data reveals a g-band SAM data reveals a number of small galaxies and number of small galaxies and clumps clustered downstream clumps clustered downstream at the tail-end of the plume. at the tail-end of the plume.
These galaxies may have These galaxies may have interacted with the Skidmark interacted with the Skidmark and been subsequently and been subsequently disturbed by it's rapid passage disturbed by it's rapid passage through the group. The g-r through the group. The g-r colours of these "roadkill" colours of these "roadkill" galaxies are consistent with the galaxies are consistent with the group red sequence, suggesting group red sequence, suggesting they may be at a similar they may be at a similar redshift. redshift.
Of particular interest is the Of particular interest is the diffuse (g~25.2mag/arcsec diffuse (g~25.2mag/arcsec From measured equivalent widths, we From measured equivalent widths, we determine a mean SFR based on three Hdetermine a mean SFR based on three Hand [OII]-derived calculations (using the and [OII]-derived calculations (using the Kewley et al. 2004 and Kennicutt et al. Kewley et al. 2004 . Determining that the 2009 relations). Determining that the SDSS fiber covers the entire galaxy SDSS fiber covers the entire galaxy without significantly sampling the without significantly sampling the background, an SFR surface-density of background, an SFR surface-density of log log 10 10 SFR=-1.9Myr SFR=-1.9Myr
is estimated. This is estimated. This is used to determine the required is used to determine the required sensitivity our ALMA Cycle 2 observations sensitivity our ALMA Cycle 2 observations must reach to trace the H must reach to trace the H 2 2 gas.
gas.
The
The SDSS spectroscopic catalogue provides a 3''-diameter fiber spectrum centred on the Cosmic Skidmark's core (red circle in bottom image) but also includes light from the blue component of the target. The spectrum shows a clear 4000Å break associated with early-type galaxies, but also strong [OII] (λ obs 4420Å), Hβ (λ obs 5767Å), [OIII] (λ obs 5883Å) and Hα (λ obs 7788Å) line emission (equivalent widths 30Å, 4Å, 6Å and 26Å respectively).
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